Additional resources from WHO

The World Health Organization, one of our course sponsors, is creating simple explainers, digital graphics, and photo stories that you can use for your vaccination coverage. Some links are below.

You can sign up for the newsletter in which they announce new content, called The Check Up, at: https://confirmsubscription.com/h/d/F6276017D02D4F93

Vaccines explained

1. How do vaccines work? AR EN ES FR RU ZH
2. How are vaccines developed? AR EN ES FR RU ZH
3. Manufacturing, safety and quality control of vaccines FR EN ES RU ZH
4. The different types of COVID-19 vaccines AR EN ES FR RU ZH
5. How will there be equitable allocation of limited supplies? AR EN ES FR RU ZH
7. The effects of virus variants on COVID-19 vaccines EN
8. Safety of COVID-19 Vaccines NEW: EN
9. Getting the COVID-19 Vaccine NEW: EN
10. Side Effects of COVID-19 Vaccines NEW: EN
Vaccine-specific resources

Pfizer

- What you need to know AR EN ES FR RU ZH
- Vaccine overview EN RU ZH NEW: AR ES FR PT
- Instructional training video EN NEW: FR
- SAGE Interim recommendations: EN

Moderna

- What you need to know AR EN ES FR RU ZH
- Vaccine overview EN NEW: AR FR PT RU ZH
- Instructional training video NEW: EN
- SAGE Interim recommendations EN

AstraZeneca

- What you need to know EN ES FR RU ZH
- Vaccine overview AR EN ES FR PT RU ZH
- Instructional training video NEW: EN

NEW: J&J

- What you need to know EN RU
- Vaccine overview EN
- SAGE Interim recommendations EN
- All COVID-19 vaccine videos

- All COVID-19 vaccine information